Equinix Financial eXchange

Equinix Financial Exchange

your next
generation
financial
data center
infrastructure
Today’s financial markets are fragmenting
away from their traditional single venue,
exchange-based structure, and are more
volatile and competitive than ever before.
New venues such as multilateral trading facilities (MTF), electronic communication
networks (ECN) and dark pools – as well as the continued growth of automated,
algorithmic and alternative trading strategies, bring vast opportunities and challenges
which place tremendous demands on the IT infrastructure and data center needs of
today‘s market participants.
Within our global network of IBX data centers we have created an innovative,
high performance global financial information community – the Equinix Financial
eXchange. Being part of an Equinix Financial eXchange can help to support your
increasingly sophisticated trading strategies, while still delivering the lowest latency
performance opportunities.

“By moving our core Eurex trading system from Chicago to an
Equinix IBX data center in Europe and using Equinix Proximity
Services, we are seeing a net reduction in latency from around
130 milliseconds to less than 20 milliseconds.” – Nico Trading
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Delivering your
stable, global
data center
infrastructure
You can’t be everywhere, but as part of our
Equinix Financial eXchange community we can
provide your organisation with a future-proof IT
environment based on data centers that are built
to the most rigorous standards, and that provide
an optimum next generation infrastructure for
your mission-critical financial systems.
The Equinix Financial eXchange fosters a high-performance, global financial ecosystem
comprised of participants interconnected inside neutral open marketplaces via our
International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers. From a single physical location,
members are able to directly exchange data with strategic partners, customers, and vendors
— taking advantage of high- performance, low-latency connectivity, and exponentially
expanding their market opportunities.
Through our unique solution we offer the low latency performance options and proximity to
execution venues solutions that algorithmic and alternative trading strategies increasingly
rely upon. We also deliver the high levels of connectivity to multiple trading venues, helping
make you successful in today’s trading environments that are characterised by cross-border
deals, alternative trading venues and ‘best execution’ obligations.
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Ensuring the
vitality of your
information
Equinix provides global data center services that
ensure the vitality of the information-driven
world. Global enterprises, financial and content
companies, and network service providers all rely
upon our insight and expertise to protect and
connect their most valued information assets.
As a member of our Equinix Financial eXchange you will benefit from one of the world’s
highest performance data center infrastructures. We understand your pressing requirement
for dense interconnection points, and provide our community members with access to more
than 300 different networks, carriers and ISPs
At Equinix we have invested heavily and have committed further significant capital
expenditure to continue the expansion of our global network of IBX data centers across the
key markets in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific
We are the only leading colocation provider present in all ten of the Top 10 global financial
centers, including New York, Chicago, London, Frankfurt, Paris, Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Sydney, serving as a strategic proximity hub for key financial trading
community members including trading venues and traders themselves
We provide secure colocation services to major financial sector organisations such as Chi-X
Europe, Deutsche Börse Systems, Dow Jones, Fortis, ICAP, Knight Capital, Quant House,
Fixnetix and Yipes to name just a few

“Equinix’s data center services and proximity solutions enable our
clients to reduce their ultra-low response times whilst continuing
to provide the resilience and redundancy that a high availability
execution venue such as Chi-X Europe requires.” – Chi-X Europe
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Creating a
community of
opportunity
Our distinctive Equinix Financial eXchange focus
creates communities of common interest, drawn
from a broad range of members, including:
Trading Venues – Traditional exchanges, alternative venues such as MTFs, ECNs, dark pools,
crossing networks and other liquidity venues
Industry participants – a full range of buy-side and sell-side firms who are active in the entire
trade cycle from execution to clearing and settlement
Market Data and Trading Connectivity Firms – Market data providers offering news,
reference, ultra-low latency, direct and consolidated feed solutions. As well as specialist
smart order routing solution providers
Providers of Sponsored Access – Including direct market access and sponsored access
solutions delivered by executing and clearing firms
Software and Trading Systems Providers – Providing direct access to solutions from a wide
variety of ISVs
Networks and Carriers – Best-of-breed network providers, carriers and financial extranets

Our eXchange members also benefit from multiple cross-connects to other community
participants, so – for example – asset managers can connect to brokerage firms, brokers can
connect to multiple trading venues and market data providers, trading venues to the clearing
houses – all within the Equinix Financial eXchange.
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Focusing on Your
Core Business
At Equinix we give you the infrastructure
capacity, connectivity and resilience you need
so you can focus on your core business. Our IBX
data centers are designed and located to provide
a host of global business solutions for our Equinix
Financial eXchange customers, giving you the
ability to support your specific needs.
Key benefits for Equinix Financial eXchange community members:
Support for more sophisticated trading strategies – eXchange members benefit from
multiple colocation and proximity solutions that give them access to a wide range of different
execution venues, market data and service providers
Alternative market connectivity options – with DMA solutions , smart order routing services
from specialist vendors as well as connectivity options from low latency market data vendors
Support for proximity and colocation hosting services – for many participants, low latency
is crucial for the success of their trading strategies – Equinix delivers the colocation and
proximity capabilities you need to help reduce latency to microseconds
Greater access and reduced communications costs thanks to multiple connectivity options
- ensuring the broadest array of connectivity options, removing the order constrictions that
can result from limited connectivity
Ability to cross-connect with other regional participants – removing traditional barrier-ofentry costs and opening up markets that were previously too challenging to enter
Enhanced data security – the physical security of IBX data centers is our highest
operational priority
Expanded operations within a scalable and secure environment – while still improving the
reliability and redundancy of operations
Scalability and flexibility - your data center capacity, connections and power can contract or
expand with your business, and we can be up and running within days, significantly speeding
your time to market
Greater control and management of costs - access tremendous economies of scale bringing
cost savings in connectivity, power, space and facilities management - providing the
flexibility needed to control costs and maximise the returns on IT infrastructure investments
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what we do
In 1998, Equinix was founded on the idea
that a business could help scale the Internet.
This insight created an industry leader that could
ensure the vitality of the Internet, protecting and
connecting the modern world’s most valuable
asset – its information.
It’s what we at Equinix do every day – without
compromise. We have created a reliable and
secure destination for the world’s most powerful
networks and companies. More than 90% of the
world’s Internet routes run through our veins.
global enterprises, financial institutions, the
largest networks, and the Internet‘s foremost
content companies trust us with what matter to
them most – their information assets.
With many years of experience working with the
world’s most demanding businesses, our expertise
is at your service.

For more Information:
www.equinix.com
E-mail: efx@eu.equinix.com
Tel : +44 845 373 2938

“By partnering with Equinix, we are giving our customers access to
world-class, proven data centers and information infrastructures.”
– Dow Jones
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www.equinix.com

